
TH1, BARKER SPOKE 

Aithough, as has already been intimated, the doctrine com

rnands a venerable prehistory, lt was Daniel Charles Barker 

( ,952-) who tirst expt!cr:::Jy coined the term '.SpirEJI Catam:rophi_sf'l' 

!:l 1992.-, ;:1rcfessor of J.\r,organic Serc!otics at MV J from the 

03::y 1ggos until the mi!:ennlum,2 post-Y2K Barker's wherea

bouts are unknown ( though unlikely rumours circulate of' a 

vo!untan; ex!1e on an island in the Sunde Strait). Barker's cnrpus 

circulates as samizdat: redactio0s are common, some papers 
hsve been suppressed, and rnt,ch of it has simp:y dlsaopeared, 
&'.) tha;:: whet follows can only be a tentative reconst:·uction of 
the course of Barker's ideas based on fragments, secondary 

:·eports, and passing allusions. 
What ts biograpfl!cally important he~e :S how Barker, from 

hls i::it,a-1 work inf Jture-.~a-:::;lr,g Initiatives k1c!t..>d,ng NASA and 

SETI, eventuaily became obsessed with what is oldest and 

most cryptic in narure. What led him down this twisted route 

from most distant future into deepest past? Barker was or::!y 

:he most recent ;:o tread t'lis path, v,1hich has ex:e:-ted an appat ~ 

ently irreslstiole pu!I on a series of very intelligent minds-yet 

it was to have disastrous consequences for his career and 

lndeed his sanity. 

o_c. 3arker, 'Spina' Catas'.'.'D;'.lhiSm'. Plutoetcs 10:10 (~992). 13-4'.t. 

2 MVU, Qf \.4tskBtonic Vi,tua1 University, was oftoo 1-0-fetrOC to as the 
'Shadow MiT'--appropr;ately oncugh, since many MVU r~rchers haw !ong 

been 1merestoc! in the norron of the 'shadow biosphere' (tf1e pootu!at1on ot a 

PB:altel xenOOclcgica: lineage: :ikely extrem0Pfli!e. pcsS'bly hypogene, p:ttsn• 

''.ia:l!'y pop.;;atoo ov pC.,:ymB"S ot rBVffSB ::;hrnU~y). See D.G Bri-ker, 'The ShocJ::.,,.v 
3iDSon:ore as '.:lsndest.ne ~ecrcevofut~:::in', Piuton'cs 9:7 ('':)90). 52-7, o raferM 
"'".Ce i:o w11C"1 V/$S qu0~:y exciFed from ia-i:er editlcr,s of Themas Go:d's Tr;e 

t'i:'ep Hot Biosphere (New 'r'ork. Springer, 1999). 



58 To the extent that one can speak of a 'Barker Affair' to ri\/8!} 

'Velikovsky Affair', we must note that the former was not. 
noisily public as the latter, although it proved no less vitup_ , 
tive within certain scientific circles,3 Although Veli~ovsky de/\ 
not venture into the kind of speculative osseology that 1· · 

Barker to understand lumbar pain as a resonance of cosr11t 

dysphoria, what the two rogue scientists have had in comrnb' 
is their convicted dedication to neocatastrophism-and h~-< 

Velikovsky was undoubtedly an influence upon Barker. 

It is well known that early geoscience was split betwe$.i 
the catastrophists and the uniformitarians (a debate that h~:' 

spilled over from the earlier one between plutonism and nE< 

tunism). The catastrophists he!d that earth history is made.l'.( 

of a series of causally disconnected epochs separated by pl8rn~,':·, 

shaking cataclysms and unexplainable ruptures of natural la_· 

(a Hur:nean nightmare world, in other words).~ The uniformifa'r 

ians, contrarily, held that only the processes observable todci 

are responsible for shaping the planet (in other words, thl' 

types of causal connection encountered on Earth are ironclad: 

3. 'They think Barker is mad, or want to. It isn't because he thinks that the\ 

Galaxies Talk and the Earth Screams~everyone knows these things, wheth€r 

they admit it or not.' ('Cryptolith', in CCRU, Writings: 1997-2003 [Falmouth and. 

Shanghai: Urbanomic/Time Spiral, 2017], 149-50). Let us note here that the:· 

brief affiliation with the CCRU (Cybernetic Culture Research Unit), although''. 

itself riven with controversy, yielded the only extant interview with Barker; , 

'Barker Speaks: The CCRU Interview with Professor D.C. Barker', Abstract Cui-', 

ture 4 (Leamington Spa: CCRU, 1999): 2-9, reprinted in Writings 1997-2003/ 
155-62. 

"1. Cuvier, catastrophism's chief proponent, wrote that one cannot 'explain_ · 

earlier revolutions [with] present causes' and this, simply, is because nature is 

'subject to new laws', See M.J.S. Rudwick, Georges Cuvier, Fossil Bones, and 

Geological Catastrophes: New Translations and Interpretations of the Primary 

Texts (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008), 18"1. 

unchanging, and unbroken-and so too, therefore, are our 

empirical retroductions). The debate eventually resolved into 

the long-standing ascendency of uniformitarianism, or steady

state theories, which stretch back to the unreadable Scottish 

enlightenment writings of James Hutton and down to the 

elegant Victorian geotheory of Charles Lyell. 5 This 'resolution' 

was due, in no small part, to Lyell's rhetorical gloss and to his 

·self-serving rewrite' of the genesis of the field. By the time 

Immanuel Velikovsky (1895-1979) divulged his catastrophist 

speculations in the 1950s (discussed in more detail below, sec

tion TH7), the very mention of 'catastrophism' within geoscl

ence and cosmology was still abhorred. Although it exlsts in 

different formulations of varying scope, uniformitarianism 

broadly states that only causes presently operative can be ral

lied in our explanations of the past. In other words, it is the 

principle that what is currently actual exhausts what is possible 

throughout terrestrial chronology. Following what Lyell had 

long ago installed as 'common sense', the accepted story (often 

relayed by textbook hagiographies) taught that uniformitarian~ 

ism had made geology a science by shearing it of supernatural 

explanatory cruxes (the naturally unaccountable miracles and 

calamities of prior theories of the earth were ejected because 

they could not be observ8d).6 This, however, effectively made 

'catastrophes' (i.e. unprecedented, unobservable, or singular 

5. See S.J. Gould, Time's Arrow, Time's Cycle: Myth and Metaphor in the 

DScovery of Geological Time (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 

1987); and, for a more recent take, M.J.S. Rudwick, Earth's Deep History: 

How it was Discovered and Why it Matters (Chicago: University of Chicago 

Press, 2014); see also V.R. Baker, 'Catastrophism and Uniformitarianism: Logi

cal Roots and Current Relevance in Geology', Geological Society of London 143 

(1998), 171-82. 

6 Gould, Time's Arrow, Time's Cycle, 66. 
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60 events-both supernatural and natural) forbidden in theoriz8 

tions concerning the unobserved past. This is to say, due to;: 
stubborn empiricist anxieties about the requirements for legit_. 
imizing geohistory as a sensible and sense-based sciencBi 
catastrophes have long been tarred with the brush of the , 

unscientific. Nonetheless, uniformitarianism was largely over~-· 

turned in 1980, when the father-son Alvarez team found cori_\ 

vincing evidence of a dinosaur-killing bolide impact.7 Tracing'_ 

iridium deposits at the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) bound · 

ary, the team also located a crater, of identical age, beneath·\ 
Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula (the presence of iridium, evidenc~:

ing an extraterrestrial source, would remain important fot\\ 
Barker's own theories.8 Swift on the heels of this Alvarez. 

hypothesis for the K-Pg extinction event, Raup and Sepokoski ·· 

further proposed that such impactor events are themselves). 

explained by an undetected 'Nemesis star', in twin orbit with · 

our own, dragging thousands of deadly comets from the Oorti.

cloud into our stellar vicinity within periodic time-windows at 

~26 million years. 9 In other words, the old view of our cosmic·< 

environs as insulated and stable was replaced, almost overnight, 

7. L.W. Alvarez. W. Alvarez. F. Asaro, and HV. Michel, 'Extraterrestrial Cause 

for the Cretaceous Tertiary Extinction', Science 208 (1980), 1095-1108; and w:· · 
Alvarez, T. Rex and the Crater of Doom (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University 

Press, 1997). 

8, At the time, however, the term was 'K-T [Cretacious-Tertiary] rather':·: 

than 'K-Pg' [Cretaceous-Paleogene]): 'And what is mammalian life relative to-/ 

the great saurian? Above all, an innovation in mothering! Suckling as biosurvivi

alism. Tell me about your mother and you're travelling back to K-T, not into the. 

personal unconscious'. Barker, 'Barker Speaks,' 6. 

9. D.M. Raup and JJ. Sepopkoski, 'Periodicity of Extinctions in the Geologic 

Past', in PNAS 81:3 (198'1), 801-5; and D.M. Raup, The Nemesis Affair: A Story 

of the Death of the Dinosaurs and the Ways of Science (New York: 

1999), 

with a new picture of the Solar System as dynamically open 

and punctuated by paroxysm10-Velikovsky vindicated, in spirit 

if not in the details. It was this consolidation of neocatastrophism 

that provided the crucial backdrop for Barker's work during 

the 1980s and 1990s (though it would not protect him from 

censure). 11 

Trained in cryptography and information science at MIT, 

Barker was recruited by NASA in the 1980s and was hired almost 

immediately by SETI, his cryptographic background recom

mending him, specifically, for METI (Messaging to Extrater

restrial Intelligences) and SETA (Search for Extraterrestrial 

Artefacts).12 The major difference between naturally occurring 

and intelligently originating interstellar activity, as Barker wrote, 

is that only the latter 'can decide to camouflage /tse/f'.13 

10. A 'neocatastrophist tendency has recently become almost default in a 

wide range of fields, from research on abiogenesis, to aspects of macroevo

lution, to the debates on the evolution of humanity, to future studies·. M.M. 

CirkoviC, The Great Silence: The Science and Philosophy of Fermi's Paradox 

(Oxford: Oxford University Press. 2018), 170-71. 

11. RA Freitas, 'The Search for Extraterrestrial Artifacts (SETA)', Acta As-

tronoutica 12 (1985), 1027-3'1. 

12. The idea being that, given the potentially gargantuan size of the relevant 

time spans, 'first contact' may not be with a living species, but with its monu

ments. See J. Armitage. 'The Prospect of Astra-Palaeontology', Journal of the 

Brrtish Interplanetary Society 30 (1976), 466-9. 

13. D.C. Barker, 'The Paranoia from Outer-Space: Of Ciphers. Cosmic Cam

ouflage, and Contact', Journal of Cryptosystems 2:5 (1986), 55-68. In a similar 

vein, Edward Snowden recently claimed that we cannot detect interstellar civi

lizations because their advanced encryptions make their detection profile in

distinguishable from microwave background radiation. See 'Edward Snowden: 

We May Never Spot Space Aliens Thanks to Encryption', The Guardian (2015), 

<https://www,theguardian.com/us-news/2015/sep/19/edward-snowden

aliens-encryption-neil-degrasse-tyson-podcast>, V.G. Gurzadyan has also 

lately theorized that extraterrestrial life could exist in the form of highly com

pressed bit-strings, encoding alien genomes, that are broadcast throughout 
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62 (As already indicated, dissimulation is one of the myriad optib 

afforded as soon as one owns a simulation-Cere_brospinal · _ 

otherwise-of onese!f.)1"1 Tasked with working out 'how { 

discriminate-in principle-between intelligent communtC 

tlon and complex pattern derived from non intelligent sources'.;,1,_,; 

Barker gravitated towards the newly emerging SETA subdis 

ciplines of exo-archaeology and astro-palaeontology (give.-, 

the gargantuan size of the relevant time scales, it was felt tha·. 
deceased ETls may outnumber extant ones, and that in cciri: 

sequence 'first detection' may not involve a living species bUt, 

rather, its relics and hoary monuments).16 

This change in direction set him upon an increasingly he\ 

erodox path. Originally subscribing to Wickramasinghe an_ 

Hoyle's 1979 hypothesis that the Cambrian explosion was tri 

gered by cometary infal! of extraterrestrial retroviruses and th~-~

attendant mutagenesis of protozoic biota, Barker's work Oh\' 
SETA eventually led him to Orgel and Crick's 'Directe'' 

Panspermia' thesis-the idea that life on Earth may have bee 

deliberately seeded by alien intelligences-and from there 

the universe-awaiting ex situ decoding. See V.G. Gurzadyan, 'Kolmogoroi), 

Complexity, String Information, Panspermia and the Fermi Paradox·, Observa( 

tory 125 (2005): 352-5. Barker, presciently, was already asking such questionf· 

in the 1980s. 

1<1. A 'Machiavellian loop' of deception has been theorized as integral to the_ 

evolution of hominin intelligence. See R.W. Byrne and A. Whiten, 'Machiavellia(]: 

Intelligence; Social Expertise and the Evolution of Intellect in Monkeys, Apes:; 

and Humans', Behavior and Philosophy 18:1 (1990), 73-5. 

15. Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 2-9. 

16. See BW. McGee, 'A Call for Proactive Xenoarchaeological Guidelines 

Scientific. Policy, and Socio-Political Considerations', Space Policy 26:..:1 (2010 

209-13: and Armitage, 'The Prospect of Astro-Palaeontology'. 

the conclusion, crucial for everything that followed, that we 

ourselves are the primary archaeological siteY 

This conviction was partly fuelled by the prior work of sci

entists such as Yokoo and Oshima, who had, in 1979, performed 

experiments attempting to prove the artificiality of the genome 

of the bacteriophage ¢017~ (a virus which attacks E. Coli in 

the human colon) by detecting intentional messages or glyphs 

hidden within its nucleotide sequence.18 If the Directed 

Panspermia hypothesis was correct, they reflected, then signs 

of intentionality may have been encrypted within terrestrial 

DNA as a kind of 'signature'.19 The genome itself thus became 

a potential exo-artefact. Life as a dig-site, the body a matter 

for archaeo-forensic analysis. Is our daily replication the signal

trace of a memory that does not at all belong to us? Increas

ingly, such questions began to grip Barker, and would very soon 

become unhealthy obsessions. 

17. 'Panspermia' refers to the cluster of theories proposing that life origi

nates extraterrestrially rather than terrestrially. See F. Hoyle and C. Wickra

masinghe, Diseases from Space (New York: Harper and Row, 1980), In an 

updated version of the theory, E.J. Steele et al. propose that cephalopoda are 

bona fide extraterrestrials, affirming 'the possibility that cryopreserved squid 

and/or octopus eggs, arrived in icy bolides several hundred million years ago'. 

See EJ. Steele, et al., 'Cause of Cambrian Explosion-Terrestrial or Cosmic?' 

Progress in Biophysics and Molecular Biology 136 (2018), 3-23; see also F.H.C. 

Crick and L.E. Orgel, 'Directed Panspermia', Icarus 19:3 (1973), 341-<16. 

18. H. Yokoo and T. Oshima, 'Is Bacteriophage ¢X174 ONA a Message From 

an Extraterrestrial Intelligence?', Icarus 38:1 (1979), 148-53. 

19. H. Nakamura, 'SV<10 ONA-A message from e Eri?', Acta Astronautica 

13:9 (1986), 573-8: for a more recent attempt. see VJ Cherbak and MA 

Makukov, 'The "Wow! Signal" of the Terrestrial Genetic Code', Icarus 224:1 

(2013), 228-<12. 
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64 Indeed, in 1986, whilst Barker was still working under NASA' 

Hiroshi Nakamura had attempted to find an extraterrestr" 

star-map encoded in the genome of SVLJo (Simian Virus·LJ.9_ 

Was biology just another form of media, DNA a signal prop 

gated across the wounded galaxies? ·inevitably attracted tdr 

the idea that interstellar palaeontology could become an in vivo~ 

pursuit, Barker set to work on his own innovative researche9_ 

in the area.- (The human genome had yet to be sequenced, b~t:_ 

among other things, Barker predicted that the ACVR1 gene, oni 

chromosome 2, was a promising site for investigating potentia_1· 

genomic ciphers.)20 Barker gradually became convinced that 

the high 'redundancy' of our genome (Le. roughly >98% of 

appears to be non-coding) was only an artefact of temporb]{, 
positionality: in an example of 'clandestine evolution' extendin · 

far beyond our biosphere, that which was now encrypted an 

unused could potentially later decrypt and effloresce (mem 

ries, indeed, tend to exert an operant pull upon posterity:,;; 

course in the sense that to have a past is to have a future con;; 

tinually canalized by that past). 21 In this sense, futurity coul 

possibly be anticipated as a function of the ancient mneme 

20. He did not. at the time, give a justification for this claim. It was likely r\ 
unrelated to Barker's persistent preoccupation with Fibrodysp/asia Ossific 

Progressiva, a rare disease typified by ectopic osteogenesis, better known 

'Stoneman Syndrome' because of its tendency to fossrlfze people alive. The a 

ftiction arises from ACVR1 mutations. See D.C. Barker, 'Thanatos Praecox: Os

sfficans Progressiva as a Heterochronic Complaint', Anorganics 3 (1989): 1-1l 

21. O.C. Barker, 'Replicator Usurpation as Necroevolution', Plutonics 12~ 

(1995); see also 'Does OJr ONA Contain Someone Else's Signature?: Barker o 

Xeno-Engraphy and Xeno-Ecphory', MVU Science Builetin 23 (1992): 50-55, 

to which we are somatic host.22 'Redundancy' was simply a 

question of being too early.23 

Moving and conversing within SETI circles, it was inevita

ble that Barker would eventually encounter the idiosyncratic 

ideas of Aristides Acheropoulos and his fascinating responses 

to the Fermi Paradox.2~ Acheropoulos's lifework, entitled The 

New Cosmogony, had wallowed in obscurity until it was cham

pioned by the influential astrophysicist Professor Alfred Testa 

in the 1970s (the Polish futurologist Stanistaw Lem was a!so a 

long-time supporter of Acheropoulosan doctrine). 25 In The New 

Cosmogony, Acheropoulos answered the core Fermi-question, 

'Where are all the astroengineering feats of ancient super

civilizations?' by announcing that they are already here. ln fact, 

they are strictly everywhere. The whole observable universe 

22 D.C. Barker, "'Liberatis tutemet ex infera"-Genomic Recividism and its 

Infernal Potentials', in O.C. Barker (ed.), New Directions in Cryptocosmology 

(Hobb's End, NH: Lewis and Clark, 1989), 96-119. 

23. If some of our genetic material derives, in roaming memory-packets, 

from outside our biosphere (and perhaps outside our Solar System), our result

ing phenotype is potentially already always 'precocious' or 'belated'. It would, in 

fact be impossible to tell, precisely because panspermia removes the stable 

terrestrial frame of temporal reference assumed by parochially Darwinian and 

abiogenetic evo-devo models. 

2'1. Briefly, the 'Paradox' arises from the troubling disjunct between the 

myriad presumptions of our scientific world view, which imply that life should 

t::e cosmically rife, and the empirical results of our search for such life, which 

have returned nothing but the Silentium Universi or Great Silence. Of late, the 

discovery of thousands of exoplanets, the description of myriad extremophile 

life forms, alongside revisions to the age distribution of Milky Way planets, all 

combine to inflame the troubling aspects of the Paradox. In other words, as 

time has gone by, it has only become worse. 

25- A. Testa, From the Einsteinian to the Teston Universe (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1970). 
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66 Just is the prime artefact.25 Giga-anni old civilizations, Acher 

poulos argued, would reach (and, given the age and size of tbe 

universe, already had reached) a level of technical mastei:V 
such that they would become capable not only of great feat~ 

of astroengineering, but also of manipulating physical law itse/(:: 

consequently, what we perceive as 'physics' is nothing but th_~ 
outcome of an ongoing Cosmic Game played by interactirig'( 

Kardashev Type-Q intellects, 27 with each move or play con 

tuting a nomological edit. (A game of giving and asking f 

cosmological constants: the universe as a cultivated produc 

of Collective Reason.) As Testa summarized, '[i]f one consi 

ers "artificial" to be that which is shaped by an active lnte 

gence, then the entire Universe that surrounds us is alrea0 

ortiffcfaf': 

So audacious a statement evokes an immediate protest: surely 

we know what 'artificial' things look like, things that are produced 

by an Intelligence engaged in instrumental activity! Where, then, 

are the spacecraft, where the Moloch-machines, where-in 

short-the titanic technologies of these OOings who are supposed 

to surround us and constitute the starry firmament? But this is 

26. A Acheropoulos, The New Cosmogony (London: Black Dwarf P 

1963): see also B. Weydenthal, The World as Gome and Conspiracy, U: 

Stymington (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970); an important ar'. 

val source on the matter is provided in S. Lem, Ooskonofa pr6tnia (Wars 

Czytelnik, 1971). 

27. Extending the original Kardashev scale of technological aptitude, Barr" 

defines a Type-0 civilization as one 'which could manipulate the entire \J 
verse'. See J.D. Barrow, Impossibility: The Limits of Science and the Scie_ri 
of Limits (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), 130: see also N. Kardas 

'On the Inevitability and the Possible Structures of Supercivilizations', in M, 
Papagiannis (ed.), The Search tor Extraterrestrial Life: Recent Oevelopme 

(Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 198"1), "197-50'1. 

a mistake caused by the inertia of the mind, since instrumental 

technologies are re:iuired only-says Acheropoulos-by a civili

zation still in the embryonic stage, like Earth's. A billion-year-old 

civilization employs none. Its tools are what we call the Laws of 

Nature. Physics itself is the 'machine' of such civilizations!28 

Given that intellect tends towards environmental manipulation, 

then, any sufficiently advanced intelligence becomes entirely 

indistinguishable from its own environment29 'Brains' the size 

of gas giants, neutron stars, or even entire globular clusters 

would be only the very beginning of this tendency,30 Could all 

observable structure, then, be some astronomically distributed 

and rarefied 'neurosystem', some Oysonian Organpro}ektion,31 

physics itself the externalized 'nervous array' of computational 

behemoths and their ongoing interaction,32 dust clouds, black 

holes, nebulae, galaxies, clusters, superclusters, etc., all there

fore memory-traces of onward-rolling cogitation, cosmological 

28. Testa, From the Einsteinian to the Teston Universe, 208. E.R. Harrison 

has asked similar questions: see E. R. Harrison, 'The Natural Selection of Uni

verses Containing Intelligent Life', Quarterly Journot of the Royal Astronomical 

Society 36:3 (1995), 193-203. 

29. See F. Hoyle, The Intelligent Universe (London: Michael Joseph. 1983): 

this has been called the 'indistinguishability thesis', see M.M. CirkoviC, 'Post

Postbiological Evolution?', Futures 99 (2018), 28-35; for a further summary of 

views on the matter, see c'::irkoviC, The Great Silence, 133-7. 

30, A. Sandberg, 'The Physics of Information Processing Superobjects: Daily 

Life Among the Jupiter Brains'. Journal of Evolution and Technology 5:1 (1999); 

see also, R.J. Bradbury 'Life at the limits of Physical Laws', Proceedings of the 

Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers '1273 (2001), 63-71. 
31. See R. Schuer, The Mind-Made Universe: Laws vs Rules (New York: 
Henry Schuman, 1969). 

32 · G. van Hohenheim, Cosmogonic Neurosystems: From the Spine to the 

Stors ond Back Aga;n (New York: Jacob and Strauss. 1975). 
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68 constants and physical laws the 'reflex-arcs' of a 'metagalac 

cally plural Reason' .. ,?33 One recalls Newton's proclamation tha ,

space is the sensorium of God; could we be living, literall"y, irl~id 

the sensorium of ET?3
~ 

With a nod to Vernadskli, Acheropoulos spoke of the 'ps 

chozoiciziation' of the entire universe (through the 'cosm 

metamorphic power' of this 'Game of lntel!igences'),35 His visio 

was that the constraints and syntaxes of such a metagalactict 

game would concretize, emergently and without competitiorf 

or antagonism, from the dialogic interactions of the Exalte_d,.

Players~always open to revision and restructuring. (This h,i, 
interesting knock-on effects for the veracity of 'cosmic men)" 

ory' insofar as, within such a schema, memory is never not th1,i 

parent of itself, so to speak.)36 Acheropoulosian science thu-~\ 

sees the Universe as a palimpsest of Games, Games endowed 

with a memory reaching beyond the memory of any one Player. 

This memory is the harmony of the Laws of Nature, which hold 

the Universe in a homogeneity of motion. We look upon the Uni

versum, then, as upon a field of multibillion-year labours, stratified 

one on the other over the aeons, tending to goals of which only 

33. S. Lem, E. de Laczay, and I. Csicsery-Ronay, 'The Possibilities of Scien 

Fiction', Science-Fiction Studies 8 (1981), 5"1-71: 57. 

3-4. Newton, significantly, attributes to God a 'boundless uniform Sensoriu 

just after recounting the construction of 'little sensor'1ums' ·1n God's creatur 

through the contrivance ot a 'Neck running down into a Back-bone' and 

interconnected 'Eyes, Ears [and] Brain'. See I. Newton, Opticks (London: 

Smith, 170"1), 3"15 and 378. 

35. Acheropoulos, The New Cosmogony, 66. 

36. See Schuer, The Mind-Made Universe, 50-100. 

the closest and most minute fragments are fragmentarily per

ceptlble to us'.37 

Acheropoulosian ideas proved revelatory for Barker, yet he 

would revolt against them, producing his own drastically inverted 

alternative: 'Does one need a direction-panspermic or demi

urgic-in order to have mnemonic persistence?', he queried.38 

What we perceive as cosmological constants could just as well 

be neurotic stereotypies as fudic deliberations. What if physics 

is sedimented catatonia rather than petrified play? And memory 

need not be of intelligent origin: physics may indeed be a sedi

mented mnemeplex, but a pile of garbage is as much a 'chronicle' 

as a score-sheet; indeed, most memories aren't designed (let 

alone pleasantly ordered); whatever their medium, they don't 

have to be 'directed' in order to perpetuate and persist. All of 

these insubordinate reservations were eventually to lead Barker 

to his mature hypothesis: 

To cut a long story short, it became increasingly obv"ious to me 

that although they [NASA] said that were hunting for intelligence, 

what they were really seeking was organization. The whole pro

gram was fundamentally misguided. 

As Barker recollects, at this point he 'veered off the organiza

tional model',39 '[E]verything productive in signals analysis', 

he now averred, stems from the 'vigorous repudiation of 

37, Testa, From the Einsteinian to the Teston Universe, 230. 

38. D.C. Barker, What Counts as Human (Kingsport, MA: Kingsport College 

Press, 1997), 5. 

39. Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 2. 
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70 hermeneutics' in 'processing sign~systems',40 Turning his. back/ 

on his prior commitment to Directed Panspermla, owing to its"·:.; 
'residuum of intentionality',~1 and true to hls information~theorettcii 

background, Barker fiipped the Acheropoulosian proposal on. 

its head: It is not that alf galactic noise is, in fact, intentional.' 

organization; rather, alf galactic organization Is the catatoniqi· 
suppression of aboriginal noise. 

What for Acheropoulos is an exalted metagalactic game,;: 
for Barker is a bad memory, The palimpsest of physics isn'.{.;. 

some anciently externalized neurosystem; rather, the outermost; 

antiquities of the cosmos can be read in encrypted form in our';;' 
own neural axis, In other words, Barker, for his own 'cosmogoni/: 

turned away from ludics and toward schizotypy. (He had beeri 

long interested in such topics, ever since becoming involved/ 

in the 1980s, in early NASA investigations into the psychiatric/ 

effects of 'exposure to space', or what is now called 'space·; 
brain'.)42 

Pursuing SETI/SETA inevitably leads one to question thEi 

very distinction between intelligence and environs-and to do-0
, 

so on the scale of the very grandest of cosmographic catch'·"' 
ments-and Barker simply careened in the opposite direction:~ 

to Acheropoulos. 'Suborganizational pattern is where things:-i, 

"10. lbid.,'1. 

"11. Interstellar viroid infall was still the engine of speciation and macroevolU~ 

tion-via horizontal genetic transmission across the stars-but this proces_i" 
was now neither intelligent nor directed. See Barker, 'Replicator Usurpation as·· 

Necroevolution'. 

42, Such research continues today. See R. Jandial, R. Hoshdie, J.D, Water 

and CL Limoli, 'Space-Brain: The Negative Effects of Space Exposure On Th, 

Central Nervous System'. Surgical Neurology International, 9:9 (2018); see als 

N. Kanas and D. Manzey, Space Psychology and Psychiatry (New York: Spring 

2004). 

really happen': rather than background noise being revealed as 

intelligently structured signal, instead signal is revealed to be 

noise suffering from a prolonged (yet ultimately unsustainable) 

self-delusion that comes to call itself 'structure', Such 'delusion', 

of course, is conceptualized along the lines of an auto-repres

sive tendency and is inwardly registered as trauma:'13 Barker's 

project of genomic exo-archaeo!ogy was still concerned with 

the unearthing of a message-it was just that the message 

no longer belonged to anyone, and was a relay of torment rather 

than exaltation.4
~ Thus the 'Geocosmic Theory of Trauma' began 

its life as an response to Acheropoulos's 'New Cosmogony', 

modulated through Barker's unique formulation of the subper

sonal synonymy of structuration and traumatics. 

'Organisation is suppression'-this was the Barkerian Axiom, 

its first model being that of planetary accretion via magma

ocean solidification, producing 'impersonal trauma' as 'anorganic 

memory' via the interment of 'the molten core [within] a crus

tal shell'. Baryspheric immurement: the first inward collapse or 

generation of a gradient and hence also of 'proto-inwardness', 

Higher up, this selfsame traumatogenic 'tension is continually 

expressed-partially frozen-in biological organization' with 

'the peculiarly locked-up life-forms we tend to see as typical'.45 

Such a stance triggered a generalized diagnostic of 'ter

restrial symptomaticity', enabled by the Axiom. Reports on 

Barker's activities from this period (at this point on 'final 

'13. See D.C. Barker, 'Teleonomic Sequestration and Subornation Through 
Anorganic KleptOplasty'. Plutonics 12:5 (1995), 72-99. 

'1'1 'Cryptography has been my guiding thread, right through', Barker claimed 

of his project: it has always been the 'rigorous practice of decoding'; there is a 

voyage, but a strangely immobile one', Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 2. 

45 Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 5-6. 
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72 warning' from his NASA superiors) are particularly unreliable 

his research projects recorded only in the anecdotal reports o" · 

ex-colleagues who evidently didn't understand Barker's met_ 

odology or the scope of his work. lt is said, for example, that 

he became preoccupied with tracing a perfect continuitY: 

between the Nemesis Star's elliptical outer orbit and the cut. 
vature of human lordosis, or that he began to search for to 

logical similarities between the human cranial vault and th 

Bo0tes void.46 There is, he supposedly convinced himself, 

direct geometric relationship between the mammal's swolle 

calvarium and the concavity of the Chicxulub crater:<17 Wh 

after al!, couldn't see the continuity between mass transf 

convective flows, magmatic plume currents, ocean-floor fratt 

tlonat\ons and the conglomerated body-tics of human posturat 

dynamics? Personality and schizotypy are, in the end, just 

question of rheidity. The perturbations of persona! experienc 

(panic attacks, limited symptom attacks, etc.) could now b' 

placed in contact with structure on the largest of scales (i•:·~·-., 

the galactic 'Local Hole'). However, the question of correspon 

ence was no simple one: 'neuronic time is supple, episodic, and; 

diagonalizlng·, Barker insisted. He apparently argued that co$.:· 

mological time Itself was not homogenous or isotropic, but th 

superc!uster complexes, galaxy walls, filaments and voi 

coarsened and distorted spacetime through backreaction: su 

'46, R.P. Kirshner, A. Oemler, P.L. Schechter, and S.A. Shectman, 'A Millio' 
Cubic Megaparsec Void in Bo6tes', Astrophysical Journal 248 (1981), 57-6 
D.C. Barker, 'Notes Towards an Interstellar Nemo-Phenomenology; or, Wh!3 
It's Like to Be a Million-Light-Year-Spanning Super-Void', Bulletin of the Pluto' 

ics Committee 7 (1993): 11-25. 

47. D.C. Barker, 'Non-Earth Originating Traumata: The Human Cerebrospi\l. 
System as Mussaum Clousum', Bulletin of the Plutonics Committee 6 (1992 

33-39. 

chronological inhomogeneity or anisotropy, he claimed, likewise 

applied when mapping our bodies as clusters of relations within 

rnacroevolutionary morpho-space. 'We cannot take time's 

homogeneity for granted', he averred. (As the largest struc

tures add a 'coarse grain' or 'viscosity' to cosmic time, so too 

do certain morphological inheritances have an analogous dis

tortive effect.) 'Trauma is a body', Barker announced. In !ts final 

form (or at least, the last we know of), this strange line of 

thought yielded what was to become the foremost twentieth

century formulation of Spinal Catastrophism: 

For humans there is a particular crisis of bipedal erect posture to 

be processed. [This] took me back to the calamitous consequences 

of the Precambrian explosion, roughly five hundred million years 

ago.[ ... ] Obviously there are discrete quasi-coherent neuro-motor 

tic-flux patterns, whose incrementally rigidified stages are swim

ming, crawling, and (bipedal) walking. [ ... J Erect posture and per

pendicularization of the skull is a frozen calamity, associated with 

a long list of pathological consequences, amongst which should 

be included most of the human psychoneuroses. 

The T oba Bottleneck, being comparatively recent, could be read 

off the cervical atlas; mnemonic residua of the Neoproterozoic 

Oxygenation Holocaust, however, would of course have to be 

located somewhere much further down the spinal levels, and 

more deeply encrypted. 

By this point, NASA was finished with Barker. His office 

tilling with endocasts and craniometric charts, colleagues later 

recounted that, instead of conducting signals and detections 

analysis, he was spending his waking hours retrofitting seis

mological imaging algorithms for the detection of 'deep-brain 

Vibrations and elasticities', claiming that suprachiasmatic 
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74 shear-waves encoded data relevant for predicting solar Car_ 

nal Mass Ejections (CMEs).~8 He was unceremoniously fired 

an event he recalled as 'messy' owing to his high-le\!' 

clearance-and his ideas were neatly, yet fiercely, ridicule·' 

Amid rumours of an orchestrated smear campaign, Barker 

et!y moved on to his position at MVU. 

"'18. 'It is commonly supposed that noise obscures but does not cont 

useful information. However, in wave physics and especially, seismology, 
entists developed some tools known as "noise correlation" to extract use. 

Information and construct images frorn the random vibrations of a mediu 

Living tissues are full of unexploited vibrations as well', see A. Zorgani 

'Brain Palpation from Physiological Vibrations using MRI' in PNAS112:'12 

12917-21 

TH2. BALLARDIAN KINESICS 

Barker is only the most recent to have mapped Spinal Cata· 
strophism.1 Others had journeyed this landscape before him, in 
fact and in fiction, Indeed, the troupe of eccentric sources from 
whom Barker drew his inspiration hailed as rnuch frorn the 

speculative worlds of science fiction as from the sciences of 
cryptanalysis, astrobiology, and signaletics, And foremost among 
these visionaries is J.G. Ballard (1930-2009), whom Barker cites, 
approvingly, as having lucidly preempted the ideas of 'ONA as 
a transorganic memory-bank and the spine as a fossil record',2 

The prose of this one-time medical student become 'Seer 
of Shepperton' drips with physiological terrninology-with 

spinal columns ostentatiously prevalent: '[E]xposed spinal lev
els' jag down Atrocity Exhibition's pages, and vertebral series
'medullary', 'thoracic', 'sacral'~consistently concatenate its 

segmented vignettes, providing some illegible compass of tag
mata.3 Already diagrammed in Ballard's early novels of catas

trophe such as 1962's The Drowned World, characters' postures 
are catalogued with orthopaedic precision. These postures, 
moreover, are 'mimetised in the procession of [urban] space'; 
a diagonalization of 'inner' and 'outer' space, as inhabitant, habit, 

and habitat are enfolded in a tightening stigmergic loop, a 
techonomic pirouette of mutual reinvention.4 

1. Nonetheless, see R Negarestani, 'Globe of Revolution: An Afterthought 

on Geophilosophical Realism', Identities 17 (2011), 25-5'1, 

2. Barker, 'Barker Speaks', 7. 

3. J.G, Ballard, The Atrocity Exhibition (San Francisco: RE/Search, 1990), 1. 

'1. J.G. Ballard, The Terminal Beach (London: Dent, 198'1), 14'1. On 'stigmery' 

as large-scale coordination through two-way loops between environment and 

organism, see F. Heylighten 'Stigmergy as a Universal Coordination Mechanism I: 
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76 For Ballard, \t seems, the built environment externalizes 

anatomical poises and desires, but such externalization i"tl ti.( 
reprograms us from the inside out. He thus augurs that a 

society attaining suitable informatic density and media m 

siflcation experiences severe chronotopic leakage. As explor 

above. when enough of our environment is captured by a, 

entangled within intentional and artefactual systems, the d 

tinct\on between 'artifice' and 'nature' progressively collapse 

Civilization grows an ectopic unconscious-an outpou 

of drive-mechanism and erotic-cathexes, extracrania 

exported-like the mutant spider in the short story 'The Voi 

of Time', whose artificially expedited evolution enables it 

externally ramify its CNS by weaving extra-somatic gangli 

networks instead of a web, fabricating an everted second brai. 

Definition and Components', Cognitive Systems Research 38 (2016), 4-13._F" 
a recent exploration of the relationship between outer and inner space in _B,' 

lard's oeuvre, see S, Sellars,Applied Ba//ardiamsm (Falmouth: Urb:lnomic, 2 

5. In Ballard's words, our moment is one wherein 'the fictional eleme 

the world around us are multiplying to the point where it is almost impossi 

distinguish between the "real" and the "false"-the terms no longer have 

meaning. The faces of public figures are projected at us as if out of some 

less global pantomime, they and the events in the world at large have the 

viction and reality of those depicted on giant advertisement hoardings, The 

of the arts seems more and more to be that of isolating the few element 

reality from this melange of fictions, not some metaphorical "reality," Wt sini8 

the basic elements of cognition and posture that are the jigs and props of 

consciousness. [ ... ] As Dan has remarked, after Freud's explorations within·\. 

psyche it is now the outer world which will have to be eroticized and quanti 

Ballard enjoins, therefore, a depth psychology of our art/fie/al earth. See 

Ballard, 'The Coming of the Unconscious', New Worlds 50:164 (1966), 141-

6. The arachnid's web forms 'an external neural plexus, an inflatable b_ 
as it were, that he can pump up to whatever size the situation calls for'.: 

Ballard, The Voices of Time, and Other Stories {New York: Berkeley, 19 
16. Appropriately, one of the three protective meninges layers surrounding, 

brain and spinal cord is called the arachnoid mater. 

Ballardian kinesics, however, do not merely resonate with exter

nal space, they also provide a cipher for outer time: 

Entry points into the future = Levels in a spinal landscape = zones 

of significant time. 7 

For Ballard, a consistently nonconforming Kantian in his approach 

to space-time, temporality becomes a global secretion of the 

CNS: a dendritic ejaculate, a product of innervation, an offshoot 

of being immured within a nervous system. 8 This ipso facto 

means that alterations to nervous systems are transportations 

in time. The vicissitudes of this process are catalogued in Bal

lard's nosologies of temporal disruption, accounts of 'time

sicknesses' wherein alterations to the CNS trigger catastrophic 

modifications of chronoreceptivity: for example, the new time

sensitive receptors and nervous extrusions of modified organ

isms in 'The Voices of Time'. For if time is an ejaculate of the 

nerves, then to alter an organism's nervous system is to move 

it forward or backward in organic time. Accordingly, Ballard 

pictures genetically altered organisms displaying the tempos 

of macro-evolution ( and even cosmic evolution) at diverging 

rates, with strange organs and spandrels from some future 

evolutionary event arriving early, expressed as mutations 

and strange sensory bulbs with as-yet-unknown usages and 

sensitivities. 

Ballard. The Terminal Beach, 1'14. 

8· Again, abiogenesis is chronogenesis. Life is the initiation of basic appeti

tions which are defined by teleonomies. In this, placid and tranquil reality dis

simulated itself into the simulation of time-production through goal-oriented 

behaviours. In other words, this is how stillness tore itself apart. Life is essen

tially acceleratfve, or, is acceleration essentially. 
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78 This 'time-sickness' afflicts organisms altered by interventi 

but in Ballard's stories it can also overwhelm characters alter 

by a changing environment, stimulated and aroused bY 'ley 

above [their] existing nervous system'. To experience the ra'' 

cally accelerating changes of our built environment is to ex 

rience the future coming early-which, again, is indistinguisha_b/, 

from experiencing the drag of the past-and this demand_$ 

us new appendages and new 'forms of intuition', which Balla_· 
registers as subtle changes to the nervous system, mapp · 

onto the spine, whose vertically ascending series of vertebr 

from pelvis to skull, easily becomes transliterated as the liri 

ordering of time, from past to future: spinal levels as time-st 

He reasons that if the 'autonomic system' (the lower regio · 

of the CNS) are 'dominated by the past', then the 'cerebt. 

spinal' (in its zenith-scraping upward thrust) reaches 'towa 

the future'.g The higher regions are those through which ;> 

communicate with the arriving future, the lower regions th•'· 

through which we intercourse with our buried past. Ace 

ingly, Ballard announces that the 'Thoracic Drop' down· 

vertebrae-a shutting off of the higher centres of consci 

ness-moves us towards the palaeo-temporal nadir, i.e. 

deepest evolutionary heritage. This 'shutting off' or 'droppi , 

away', however, is not to be interpreted as nosofogico/ de\( 
tion from some functional norm but merely as preparation·-{ 

some new environment or oncoming state of being. (Whi;:
indeed, may be produced by modern technoscience's tendS 

to externalize and materially consecrate our deepest driv .. 

Indeed, at a certain point in this descent the distinction betW · 

9. The nonconscious 'autonomic nervous system' (ANS)-governl 

gestion, respiration, etc.-is phylogenetically older than the CNS. 

minal Beach, 1"13. 

inside and outside (dermal, psychic, genomic) completely unrav

els-Ballard speaks of a new 'landscape' being 'revealed at the 

level of T-12' (thoracic vertebra #12). 10 Time, because it is the 

arena of al! geneses, is the medium of vivisection. It provides 

the thread which, when pulled, procedurally unravels all interi

orities: in so far as to move down the spine is to move back in 

time, it is also to move outwards, opening onto vistas beyond 

all individuality, all personality. This is the Spinal Landscape. 

Organic 'development' is just the future arriving early, 

organic 'structure' is just the retention of the past, and our 

experience of time is nothing but movement within this mor

pho-space. If new chronoreceptive organs are caenogenetic 

(arriving from some unforeseen evolutionary future), 'spinal 

descent' traces the pallngenetic retrogression into deep pasts, 11 

The implication being that, if time is emitted by CNS-architec

ture, then there are other possible receptivity profiles, other 

workable organizations of time: organizations which, from 

within our current CNS-architectonic, can only appear to us 

as instances of time travel, as contortions of unilinearity: pre

cocious futures or recidivist pasts. 

This thesis is scaled and extrapolated globally in the 1962 

novel The Drowned World. In this near-future scenario, climatic 

shift, caused by solar fluctuations, triggers temporal-develop

mental retrogradation across all natural echelons~fioral, fau

na!, and spiritual. As Triassic' mangroves and 'Paleocene' iguanids 

reemerge, the novel's characters psychologically experience 

an 'uncovering' of 'taboos and drives' that have been dormant 

10. Ballard, Atrocity Exhibition, 31. 

11. In embryology, palingenesis refers to repetition of 'older' morphologies, 
Whilst caenogenesis refers to addition of ·novel' ones. 
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Fig. 4. Bodkin's theory of Neuronics 

'for epochs'.12 As the ectopic unconscious (the built environ

ment) disappears in an 'avalanche backwards into the past', 

- giving way to regressive natural environs, the characters accord

ingly undergo 'total biopsychic recall', an awakening of the 'old~ 

est memories of Earth', 'time-codes carried in every chromosome 

and gene' revealed under pressure of climate change, new 

chronoreceptivity profiles beckoned forth by environmental 

catastrophe. According to the 'new psychology of Neuronics 

developed by one of Ballard's characters as he studies these 

effects on his colleagues, the 

central nervous system is a coded time scale, each nexus of neu

rons and each spinal level marking a symbolic station, a unit of 

neuronic time.13 

Bodkin, the scientist behind this new Neuronlc psychology, 

provides the following prospectus: 

The further down the CNS you move, from the hind-brain through 

the medulla into the spinal cord, you descend back into the neu

ronic past. For example, the junction between thoracic and lumbar 

vertebrae, between T-12 and L-1, is the great zone of transit 

between the gill-breathing fish and air-breathing amphibians 

[with] rib-cages.14 

12. 'Sometimes he wondered what zone of transit he himself was entering, 

sure that his own withdrawal was symptomatic not of a dormant schizophre

nia, but of a careful preparation for a radically new environment with its own 

internal landscape and logic, where old categories of thought would merely be 

an encumbrance.' J.G. Ballard, The Drowned World (London: Harper, 2012), 14. 
13 Ibid., <:14. 

14. Ibid. 
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82 Spine become deep time submersible; the CNS as ti 

machine. From a perspective sensitive to the neural aprioi:1 

of time, alterations to chronoreceptivity are indistinguisha 

from bona fide chrono\ocomotion, or genuine environrnen 

ecphory (epoch regurgitation; biota anarnnesis). Ballard, ind(_ 

once exclaimed to an interviewer that our CNS provides· f 
more powerful opportunities for 'time travel' than any Wel\si{ 

'machine'.15 

The importance of these insights for Barker's ulterior deV 

opment of Spinal Catastrophism cannot be overstated. Balla 

however, was himself merely vocalizing the same thought p 

terns-undulating to the same conceptions-that had\· 
many others, previously, to similar conclusions. Wittingly or 

he was becoming part of a centuries-old 'tradition'. But bef 

we explore some of Ballard's more immediate precursors, it 

be necessary to set forth some of the larger -scale philoso 

ical notions that inform this tradition. 

15. 'I tell how human beirgs [ ... ] regress into the past. In a certain sense, t 
climb down their own spinal column. They traverse down the thoracic ver 

from the point at which they are air-breathing mammals, to the lumbar regio 

the point at which they are amphibious reptiles. Finally they reach the abSO 

past [-.. ] I was dissatisfied with the traditional forms used by SF writers to re 

time travel'. See S. Sellars and D. O'Hara (eds.), Extreme Metaphors: /ntervi 

wfth J.G. Ballard 1967-2008 (London: Harper, 2012), 11. 

Tt-13. THE LAW OF SUPERPOSITION 
& THE BIOGENETIC LAW 

Spinal Catastrophism is constructib~ as the commixture of two 

venerable idea-clusters. First, the notion of Depth-as-Memory 

and the Law of Superposition, traceable to the seventeenth

century genesis of. the geosciences; and second, embryology's 

Theory of Recapitulation, also known as the Biogenetic Law, 

which is itself traceable to the late eighteenth-century collision 

of Absolute Idealism with Natural History. 

The convergence of these two notions, the Law of Super

position and the Biogenetic Law, furnished the matrix within 

which Spinal Catastrophist notions first became articulable, via 

a self-obsolescing exacerbation of the internal logic of two 

core Enlightenment Idealist tenets: the Principle of Continu

ity was abrogated by Superposition, and Recapitulation arose 

as a mutation of the Principle of Identity. 

An anciently held presumption, the Principle of Continuity 

was first given explicit and precise formulation by Leibniz 

(1646-1716).1 Inspired by his successes with infinitesimals and 

differential calculus, Leibniz proc!almed that, between any two 

natural instances, there is necessarily an infinity of intermedi

ary instances: no interstice, no sa!tation, no genuine and irre

ducible abruption. (A genuine indivisibility~as a separation that 

just is, without further explanation~would introduce an unac

countabil(ty into the ligature of rationally structured nature: 

something that was firmly foreclosed by Leibniz's 

cognate Principle of Sufficient Reason.) Thus, to be is to be 

For an ancient example, see Aristotle, History ot Animals. tr. D.M. Balme 

(Camb-idge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), 8:13, 588b5. Aristotle re
ferred to continuity as 'Synecheia' (Iuvtxe1a). 
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84 concentrically included and to concentrically include in turn, 

infinitum. Spurred on by Leeuwenhoek's innovations in miCr 

copy, Leibniz therefore announced, 'not only is there life e." 

rywhere [but] there are also infinite degrees of it'.2 Or, conver_s 

'there is nothing fallow, nothing sterile; nothing dead in ·t 

universe'.3 (This of course was the basis of his fractal vision,:' 

each quantum of matter being a 'populated world', itself c 

taining further populous worlds, with telescoping interminability;; 

Each single llfe is contained within indefinitely many other lh/·· 

and includes indefinitely many others in turn-without rem 
der-because, by the very same token, there is simp!Y_ 

external medium or environing death within which life could 

excluded or suspended. By introducing infinitesimals into ... , 

ogy, then, Leibniz effectively biologized infinity. This applif 

both spatially and temporally: such an outlook coupled perfeat 

with William Harvey's omne vivum ex ovo injunction ('al_l',li., 

comes from life') and the embryological idea of preformati 

(which proposed that-through infinite 'scatulation' or 'enCae, 

ment'-organic reproduction operates essentially like a nev,< 

ending Matryoshka doll).5 And so, if all life comes from o( 

life, then, as far back as you can go, there is always life. w .. 
this meant is that the inorganic simply didn't exist. Indeed, · 

very term 'inorganic' in the modern sense only appeared! 

2. G.W. Leibniz, Leibniz's Monadology: A New Translation and Guide, :tr 
Strickland (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press. 2014), 272. 

3. G.W. Leibniz, Leibniz's Monadology: A New Edition for Students, ·t_(:' 
Rescher (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1991), 26. · 

-4. There 'is a whole world of creatures [even] in the least piece of mEJ 

each of which 'can be conceived as a garden of plants and a pond full of.· 

See Leibniz, Monadology, 132~3. 

5. For a definition of 'scatulation', see E. Haeckel, The Riddle of the 

verse, tr. J. McCade (London: Watts and Co., 1929), .:15, 

around 1800, in response to innovations in geochemistry and 

massive shifts in world view. (Previous!y, the archaic 'inorgan

ical' had long referred, instead, to something incorporeal or 

spiritual. Here, the fact that the antonym of 'life' was not 'death' 

but 'afterlife' is incredibly telling.) The idea of nonliving matter 

was of course present but it was only admitted as a temporary 

deviation from living instances (as Erasmus Darwin declared, 

channelling a presumption utterly typical for the eighteenth

century: 'Awhile extinct the organic matter lies; / The wrecks 

of death are but a change of forms'). 6 Thus, all matter was 

considered essentially biogenic and the idea of material entirely 

detached from (i.e. utterly indivisible v!s-8-vis) an economy of 

organic utility and circulation was absent. 7 

And so, via the Principle of Continuity, homogeneity in 

space (infinite divisibility) was taken to also entail homogene

ity in time ( eternal inclusion of lives within parent lives, back to 

the beginning of time). In short, matter can have no 'memory', 

and can 'tel! no tale', because it is always, everywhere and eve

rywhen, the same (that is, basically alive) and is so continuously 

and interminably. Preformationism precludes memory in any 

meaningful sense, because everything is already contained 

(with infinite divisibility) within the present moment. And so, 

no matter where one carves or cleaves, no matter what the 

scale or time-step, one only derives further biogenic instances

producing only smaller, quotient lives-never reaching a basal 

6. E. Darwin, The Temple of Nature. or The Origin of Society (London: J. 
Johnson. 1803), 151. 

7. The uniformitarian geotheorist James Playfair was deeply agnostic re

garding a period 'prior to all organized matter', instead choosing to insist that 

no 'particle of calcareous matter' has not been 'part of an animal body'. See J. 

Playfair, Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory of the Earth (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 2011). 171, 154. 
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86 indivisible that could be classified as lifeless matter rebarbativ ,,, 

to all living utility. This led to an essentially placental or amniot 

world view, wherein life is infinitely included in the. uoiver 

because there is absolutely nothing in the universe that cQ 

exclude it. 

Nonetheless, the first in a series of conceptual innovation,, 

that would go on to unwind this cosy world view had alread 

been developed. In 1668, Nicolas Steno (1638-1686) ha_ 

announced his Stratigraphic Law of Superposition: the faun· 

ing gesture of modern geognosy and geohistory.8 Steno w8 

the first to note explicitly that stratigraphic succession car/ 

lates with temporal succession. ln other words, that depth · 
time. (Hence, centuries later, McPhee's coinage of 'deep time1

: 

This marked the inception of the notion of depth as mnemoni-'. 

and temporal retrogression that would later be so vital to psy 

choanalysis or so-called 'depth psychology' (Tiefenpsycho/og/e} 

(Here we cannot fail to mention that Steno was himself a ne~ 

roanatomist: one of the first polymaths, alongside Oescart$< 

and Willis, to map the deeper structures of the brain, he hypot·i'. 

esized that brain function arose from the nervous parenchy~ 

[cellular tissue] rather than from the ventricular system.)10 

Importantly, Steno's Stratigraphic Law expedited the scii: 

entiftc formulation of an entirely chronometric notion of tirti .,_ 

(which was already beginning to release horology from its pr 

modern subordination to exclusively embodied, circu1·. _ 

8. N. Steno, The Prodromus of Nicolaus Steno's Dissertation conceminQ·:' 

Solid Body Enclosed by Process of Nature within a Solid (London: Macmilla __ 

1915). 

9. J. McPhee, Basin and Range (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1981 

10. N. Steno, Oiscours de Monsieur Stenon sur /'onatomie du cerve 

(Paris, 1669); A Parent. 'Niels Stensen: A 17th Century Scientist with a Mod€ 

View of Brain Organization', Canadian Journal of Neurological Sciences 4 

(2013), 482~92. 

Fig. 5. Comparison of Nicolas Steno's cross-section of the brain 

and AthanasiUs Kircher's cross-section of the geocosm-an 'ignis 

centralis' can be identified in both 

rotational, sidereal or calendric motions) since it implied that 

all space and body is itself nothing but coagulated time. 

As a direct consequence, the spatial (morphological and tec

tological) relations within our own bodies could, at least poten

tially, be disarticulated into striated timesteps. 11 With the 

eighteenth-century consolidation of comparative anatomy
from William Hunter to Georges Cuvier-our body-plan sud

denly became, unmistakably, a chronicle." (As indeed did the 

11 Ernst Haeckel invented 'tecto!ogy' (a term later borrowed by Soviet sys

tems theorist Alexander Bogdanov), defining it as 'the theory of structure in 

organisms'. Haeckel considered that somatic individuality emerged from the 

morphological integration of systems which, considered in isolation, resembled 

autonomous individuals lower down the phyletic tree. His tectology is 'the com

prehensive science of individuality among living natural bodies, which usually 

represent an aggregate of individuals of various orders'. Windows of simultane

ity are only ever a product of ongoing integrations of divergent time-series. See 

E. Haeckel, Genere//e Morpho/ogie der Organismen: Al/gemeine Grundz0ge 

der organischen Formen-Wissenschaft (Berlin, 2 vols .. 1866), vol. 1. 241. 

12. WO. Rolfe, 'William and John Hunter: Breaking the Great Chain of Being', 

in W.F. Bynum and R Porter (eds.), William Hunter and the Eighteenth-Cen

tury Medical World (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 297-320. 
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88 ent"ire cosmos: in 182,4, the great astronomer William Hersch 

having realized that many observable stars were likely afrE!a:, 

long extinct, consequently observed that something like 

Law applies just as much to astronomy as to geognosy 

that the Milky Way is thus itself a 'kind of chronometer'.)" 

STEN0's LAW 
Fig 6. Steno's Geognostic Law of Stratigraphic Superposition 

Every object on hourglass. Time is not produced by bodies ah, 

motions; all bodily motions, without exception, are the effiU\/. 

of Grand Time. The somaticized reading of 'memory' propose: 

13. W. Herschel, The Scientific Papers of Sir William J-lerschel (Cambrid 

Cambridge University Press, 2 vols., 2013). vol. 2, 541. Looking upwards 

be looking into the deep past but ·insofar as "it is also IO?king out at an en 

ing canopy of inorganic death, as the nineteenth century first dimly int 

the grand silence of the s<ies may well also afford a glimpse Into our Ion 

term future. Thomas De Quincey sensed this, describing early images of 
Orion Nebula as a voluminous skull wlth a parsec-long rictus grin, thrown b 

upon a 'beautifully developed' spine 'that many centuries would not trave 

Barker, likewise, liked to point out that Or'Ion looks like an endocranium. 

by Spinal Catastrophism descends directly from this revelation, 

v·Ia a particular transliteration of Steno's Law onto vertebral 

levels (the junction of T-12 and L-1-'/umbar transfer'-echo

ing stratigraphy's iridium layer marking the K-Pg boundary, as 

Barker argued). With this filtration of a// spatio-morphological 

continuity through disarticulating horology without exception 

(the emptying out of nature's infinitesimal embodiment into a 

chronometrics unpinioned from ab ova concentricity), somatic 

containment catastrophically becomes reformatted as seff

abruption rather than self-inclusion The Principle of Continuity, 

along with its stipulation of infinite soma-divisibility and self

similarity, is rescinded and depth becomes available as an inter

nalized heterogeneity, giving rise to something more like a 

Principle of Mereological Alienation. For chronometric horology 

is not limited to the structures and strictures of embodied and 

objectivated chronotopes and thus is not divisible into living 

time, the tempos native to the Lebenswelt ( the embodied time 

of our lived experience is limlted to the motion of bodies in 

space, and thus to sidereal circulations and calendric rhythms 

of observed events; clock time, in contrast, abstracts time into 

a blank ordinal series no longer defined or measured by observ

able and calendric cycles).M When the indivisibility of ordinal 

time is read through embodied self-divisibility, the body becomes 

a thread to be unravelled. Thus the geognostic Law of Super

position came to compromise and revoke that of Leibnizian 

Continuity. 

And yet, if we must include the indivisible recalcitrance Of 

a time that outstrips containment within experience (because 

bodies are glaciated temporality), then somatic self-inclusion 

14- See A. Greenspan, Capitalism's Transcendental Time Machine, PhD 
Thesis, University of Warwick, 2000. 
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must, at a certain depth, invert into historical self-exclusion (Ei __ 

Ballard much later realised, at some stage, mnemonic--rec8 

must become ruinous for the framework of personal expe 
ence). That is, if we contain the grandest time, then we car 

within us our outside. the trace of our prior nonexistence (i :· 

more contemporary terms, this is the organism's internal pad: 
with its own dissolution through dissipative renewal-the fact;· 
that we must constantly die in tiny amounts in order to stave·. 
off dying entirely), What we arrive at by way of such sei( 
excluding self-inclusion, however, is an almost geometriC· 
deduction of Recapitulationism-the second tributary ci1\ 

Spinal Catastrophism after the Law of Superposition. Madel 

infamous post-1860 by Haeckel, recapitulationism finds its tru ' 

roots in the 1770-1830 Goethezeit and the naturphifosophisc 

speculations of philosophers such as F.W.J. Schelling and 

Lorenz Oken. i';') 
Recall that, according to the Principle of Continuity. ever 

division or scission only arrives at further quotient lives, never 
bottoming out in a partition between 'life' and indivisible 'nor)~. 

life' that simply cannot be further accounted for or bioticallY/ 

justified. This exhaustive expelling of 'unaccountability' and;[ 

'unjustifiability' is all-important, because it reveals the Princl 

of Continuity to be a strict entailment of the higher-order Pri~. 
ciple of Identity. The wholesale expulsion of unjustifiabilit 

from existence is nothing but the converse of the maxim 

identification of existence with judicia!ity. Or, In other word 

this 'expulsion' is simply the necessary collateral of the OD · 
matic Idealist conviction that there is some mutually-exhausti\ 

and foundational identlty between rationality and reaHty ( 8 
embodied in the Leibnizian mantra: 'Whatever is, is just'.) Th,_, 

Principle of Identity allowed Enlightenment Idealism to stipulat 

that everything, without exception, is contained within (a'ni:f 
'\· 

thus. justified by) 'the Idea' (inasmuch as 'thinking=being' or 

'A=A'). In this way. these Idealist Principles (i.e. the Principles 

of Identity and of Continuity. but also of Plenitude and Suffi

cient Reason) serially interlock to define nature as nothing but 

the bodying forth of the infinitely divisible fasciae of judicial 

and jurisprudent reason. Nature is, without exception or salta

tion, the interminably uninterrupted connective tissue for the 
self-expression of the law. 

Yet ever since Steno's first suggestion of its fundamental 

principles, the nascent earth sciences, practised from Buffon 

to Deluc, had been uncovering temporal prospects that far 

outstripped, in precedence and possibi/ia, both ideational and 

organismic horizons.15 And from within the bosom of Idealism 

Recapitulation arose, almost spontaneously, as a compromise 

(and immune response) to the injurious and injudicious discov

ery of this vast outside, postulating that Spirit somehow still 

contains it because, crucially, Spirit repeats and recalls all exte

riority through its own developmental self-realization (Entwick

/ungsgeschicte). Spirit thus comprises the ages of its deepest 

past as prepersonal stages on its long and inevitable journey 

to personeity. Noogeny 'includes' geogony. 

15. G.L Button. Histoire Nature/le, General et Particuli8r (Paris: lmprimerie 

Royale, 36 vols., 17"19-1788); G.L Buffon, The Epochs of Nature, tr. J. Za
lasiewicz, A. Milon, and M. Zalasiewicz (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 

2018): J.C. Greene, The Death of Adam: Evolution and its Impact on Western 

Thought (Iowa City, IA: Iowa State University Press, 1996): P, Rossi, The Dark 

Abyss of Time: The History of the Earth and the History of Nations from 

Hooke to Vico, tr. L.G. Cochrane (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1987); 

M.J.S. Rudwick, Bursting The Limits of Time: The Reconstruction of Geohis

tory in the Age of Revolution (Chicago: University of Chicago Press . 2005); 

M.J.s. Rudwick. Worlds Before Adam: The Reconstruction of Geohistory in 

the Age of Reform (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2008). 
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92 This internalization ('phagocytosis') of a gargantuan inorgani.G 

outside, however, inevltably led to fatal indigestion. Consuming' 

earth history triggered intussusception within the sphere o·f\ 

the Idea. Put differently, this was the first discovery (which isi 

to say, production) of the Unconscious. 

That is, the stance of 'developmental repetitiousness' forced_::} 

acceptance, amongst Schelling and his naturphl/osaphischen i 
peers, that swathes of Spfrft's development are not self-cdn:,/ 

scious, yet must still somehow be (genetically) included withini 

Spirit. Since containment, noetic as much as somatic, could nO/ 

longer equal telescoping self-similarity or infinitely divisibl~ 

inclusion, memory became the domain of the unconscioLiS: 

( Unbewu/3tsein). Spirit had to contain everything, but it camel. 

to appreciate (via burgeoning natural historical researches)·' 

that it could not transparently recall the entire route to trans 

parent self-consciousness. lts Bildungsroman was partly fore· · 

closed to it, but no less real for it. With most of Spirit's Ion<;{ 

history proving troublingly unavailable to itself, then, memory 

became the domain of the unconscious. In Germany, thiS.; 

unconscious memory came to be stUdied under the title of th~:: 

'night-side of natural science'.16 'Forgetfulness' was no longEJ'r:' 

just a cognitive lapse but the very principle of embodimenf 

and of chronology. To even have a body, riddled as they are, 

liable to be with disease and recalcitrance, was for pure splri~ ,._ 

a form of forgetfulness. (Amnesia, indeed, is the only way that! 

certain strands of Idealism can even begin to explain natu·rai· 

history.) Ergo, innermost interiority was suddenly tenanted by' 

the outermost past, invisible to the life of mind, experienc9ci,'? 

16. G.H. von Schubert, Ansichten von der Nachtseite der Naturwissen; 

schoft (Dresden: Arnold, 1808). The title translates as 'Views from the 

Side of Natural Science'. 

inwardly as a kind of opacity to intellect (though manifested 

outwardly as a body and its evolutionary history). The body as 

entrenched amnesia. Person, after all, is an entirely forensic 

term: meaning that one's personhood is only ever constructed 

post hoc. 

Motter is amnesiac mind. Applied embryologically, this 

conviction led to the so-called Meckel-Serres Law, which 

claimed that '[t]he development of the individual organism 

obeys the same laws as the development of the whole animal 

series: that is to say, the higher animal, in its gradual develop

ment, essentially passes through the permanent organic 

stages that lie below it'.17 This law was formulated in 1821. By 

the time of Ernst Haeckel's work in the 1860s, the principle 

had been raised to the status of evolutionary axiom and had 

attained maximum slogan density: 'Ontogeny recapitulates 

phy/ogeny'. 18 Thus the Biogenetic Law was announced. 

Provoked by the unstable compromise between Absolute 

Idealism and Natural History, this obsession with developmen

tal repetitiousness became a core tenet of Goethezeit Natur

phi/osophie.19 lt promulgated the conviction, among many 

practicing naturalists, that the entire external universe was 

17. J.F Meckel, System der vergleichenden Anatomie (Halle, 1821), 514: E.S. 

Russell. Form and Function: A Contribution to the History of Animal Morphol

ogy (London: John Murray, 1916), 236: S.J. Gould, Ontogeny and Phylogeny 

(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1977), 37. 

18. Haeckel, Generel/e Morpho/ogie, vol. 2, 300: and see Gould, Ontogeny 

and Phylogeny, 76-8_ 

19, See A Gode-von Aesch, Natural Science in German Romanticism (New 

York: Columbia University Press. 19ll1); J.L. Esposito, Schelling's Idealism and 

Philosophy of Nature (Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell University Press, 1977); and, 

of course, IH Grant's trailblazing Philosophies of Nature After Schelling 

(London: Continuum, 2006). 
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94 simply the fossilized museum of various arrested sta 

evolutionary development, 'relics· or 'abortions' from 

unconscious voyage unto self-consciousness.20 (In consequ 

the first models of 'the unconscious' were radically eCi_ 
physicalized, and extended.)" So that what appears, 

within chronotoplc constraint, as a 'unified present mo 

or 'window of simultaneity' is revealed instead as an ex 

view cross-section of radically disarticulated moments or: 
time: each internal organ or external species a piece 

pended historical shrapnel. Recapitulation, quite simply, 

nemesis of any stable de nunc indexicality. It detonates· 

unity (synecheia) of the present, revealing not only unilin~· 

but also all windows of simultaneity, to be entirely downstr: 

of CNS enclosure and its contingent quirks. 

20. '[A]II the lower forms in relation to the highest may be regarded as a_ 

tions': seeJ.H. Green, Vital Dynamics: the Hunterian Oration Before the Rcj 
College of Surgeons (London, 1840), 40. Even Freud couldn't resist this no 

once nomenclating non-human animals as 'permanent embryos'; see F. S 
way, Freud, Biologist of the Mind (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 

1979), 267. 

21. See A. Nicholls and M. Liebscher (eds.), Thinking the Unconsci~ 

Nineteenth-Century German Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge Unive 

Press, 2010). 




